Progress Reports

You have a new notification issued by INSTRUCTOR

For COURSE for the following reason(s).

STUDENT NOT PAYING ATTENTION / SLEEPING

Your instructor has expressed this concern so that appropriate steps can be taken to improve your success in this course. Staying engaged in class, regardless of whether you are in-person, online or in a hybrid course, is one of the number one ways to improve your performance.

Suggestions for Improvements:

1. Be aware of your presence in class. Even in online environments, faculty can tell if you are listening to the online lecture or if you are actively participating in discussion boards with classmates.
2. Take active notes. Whether hand written or typed, capture what is being said and try to connect it to the class readings or the key theme for that day’s content.
3. Asking questions when available. Always have at least one question relevant to the topic prepared so that you can demonstrate your class engagement when opportunities for questions come up.
4. Getting enough rest prior to class time.
5. Eating a balanced meal prior to class time or have health snacks available when attending online class sessions.

We strongly recommend that you put some of these strategies into practice. If you need additional support exploring strategies for success, visit the Academic Learning Center’s website. We believe you can be successful in your academic studies here and are here to help you!

Sincerely,

KU Academic Success